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Abstract: We determine classes of degrees where testing irreducibility for uni-
variate polynomials over finite fields can be done without any GCD computa-
tion. This work was partly funded by the INRIA Associate Team “Algorithms,
Numbers, Computers” (http://www.loria.fr/~zimmerma/anc.html).
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Test d’irréductibilité de polynôme sans PGCD
Résumé : Nous identifions des familles pour lesquelles le test d’irréductibilité
de polynômes univariés sur un corps fini peut être effectué sans aucun PGCD.
Ce travail a été réalisé en partie dans le cadre de l’équipe associée INRIA “Algo-
rithms, Numbers, Computers” (http://www.loria.fr/~zimmerma/anc.html).
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Recall Rabin’s test for the irreducibility of a polynomial over GF(p) where p is
prime [1, p.7]: A polynomial C ∈ GF(p)[x] of degree d is irreducible if and only
if
xp
d
≡ x mod C (1)
and, for all prime divisors li of d,
gcd
(
xp
d/li − x mod C, C
)
= 1 (2)
The number of GCD computations equals the number of prime divisors of d.
We call a polynomial C a pseudo irreducible (PI) if it has no linear factor and
relation (1) holds. We denote by Id the set of all irreducible polynomials of
degree d, and by PId the set of all pseudo irreducibles of degree d.
A composite polynomial C of degree d can be a PI only if it has no square
factor: relation (1) tells us that C must divide the polynomial xp
d − x which
has no square factors. Let the factorization of a composite polynomial C that
is a PI into irreducible polynomials Cj be
C =
f∏
j=1
Cj (3)
then the degrees of all factors dj := deg(Cj) must be divisors of d (the polyno-
mial xp
d − x is the product of all irreducibles whose degrees divide d).
We define
L := lcmj=1...f (dj) (4)
For a composite C that is a PI we have xp
L
= x mod C. This motivates our
next definition.
We call a polynomial C of degree d that is a PI and for which the relation
xp
k
6= x mod C for 1 ≤ k ≤ d− 1 (5)
holds, a strong pseudo irreducible (SPI). We write SPId for the set of all
polynomials of degree d that are SPI.
A composite C that is a SPI must factor into mutually distinct irreducibles Cj
where all degrees dj must divide d (so L divides d) and L = d.
The following algorithm (SPI-test) determines whether a polynomial C ∈
GF(p)[x] of degree d is a SPI:
1. If C has a linear factor then return false.
2. Set t := x.
3. Do the following d− 1 times: set t := tp mod C, if t = x then return false.
4. Set t := tp mod C, if t 6= x return false.
5. Return true.
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The detection of linear factors is cheap if the characteristic is small. For example,
a binary polynomial has no linear factor if its constant term is one and its weight
is odd. The costs of the test by evaluation at the nonzero elements of GF(p) is
∼ (p− 1) d.
Next we will identify classes of degrees where Id = SPId, that is, testing for
strong pseudo irreducibility is sufficient to determine irreducibility. Note that
the test does not involve any GCD computations.
For a composite C that is SPI we have a factorization as in relation (3) and
d =
f∑
j=1
dj (6)
That is, the degrees of the irreducible factors are a partition of d into numbers
dj that are divisors of d where 2 ≤ dj ≤ d and L = d.
Theorem 1 If d is a prime power then Id = SPId.
Proof: Let d = re where r is prime (and e ≥ 1). The divisors of d that can appear
in the partition given in relation (6) are r, r2, . . . , re−1. We have L ≤ re−1 < d
so the polynomial cannot be a SPI. 
Theorem 2 If d is the product of two primes then Id = SPId.
Proof: Let d = r s where r and s are distinct primes. The divisors of d allowed
in the partition are r and s. Let the partition be d = a r + b s. Now d =
r s ≡ a r mod s, and as r and s are coprime, a must be a multiple of s. The
choices for a are the following: firstly, a = 0 corresponding to the partition
d = 0 r + r s (i.e., r factors of degree s) but then we have L = s < d; secondly,
a = s corresponding to the partition d = s r +0 s (i.e., s factors of degree r) but
then we have L = r < d again. 
Now we give classes of degrees d where Id = SPId for polynomials over GF(p).
Here the conditions for the degree depend on the characteristic p.
Let d = re s where r and s are distinct primes. In the partitioning d =
∑
dj we
have dj = ru sv where u and v are nonnegative and u + v < e + 1.
We split the partitioning into two sets according to whether the divisors are
pure powers of r: d = R + R′ where R =
∑
j:gcd(s,dj)=1
dj and R′ = d − R
=
∑
j:gcd(s,dj) 6=1 dj . For L = d the divisors r
e must occur in the partitioning so
R 6= 0. Also for L = d some divisor dj must have a factor s so R′ 6= 0.
Now we determine the minimal value of R. As R is a sum of powers of r, R
must be divisible by r. As R′ is a sum of multiples of s, R′ must be divisible by
s. Thereby a partitioning with L = d corresponds to a partition d = R + R′ =
a r + b s where a 6= 0 and b 6= 0.
We have d = a r + b s ≡ a r mod s and, since d has s as a factor, a must be
a multiple of s: a = u s. The minimal value is u = 1, since a 6= 0, hence the
minimal value of R is Rmin := s r.
Therefore the factorization of C must contain a product of irreducible polyno-
mials of degrees dj = rkj where 1 ≤ kj ≤ e such that their product has degree
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≥ Rmin = s r. If the product of all irreducible polynomials of degrees rk (where
1 ≤ k ≤ e) has degree < Rmin then there is no partitioning of d that makes a
composite polynomial C a SPI.
Write D(n) for the degree of the product of all irreducible polynomials whose
degrees are greater than one and divide n. The polynomial xp
n − x gives the
product including linear irreducibles. There are p linear irreducibles, so we have
D(re) = pr
e
− p.
For a composite C of degree d = re s that is a SPI we must have Rmin ≤ D(re),
use Rmin = r s and divide by r to obtain s ≤ (pr
e
−p)/r. Thus we have proved:
Theorem 3 If d = re s where r and s are different primes and s > (pr
e
− p)/r
we have Id = SPId.
For example, over GF(2) we have Id = SPId for the following cases where the
bound is < 109:
d = 4 s and s > (24 − 2)/2 = 7,
d = 8 s and s > (28 − 2)/2 = 127,
d = 9 s and s > (29 − 2)/3 = 170,
d = 16 s and s > (216 − 2)/2 = 32, 767,
d = 25 s and s > (225 − 2)/5 = 6, 710, 886, and
d = 27 s and s > (227 − 2)/3 = 44, 739, 242.
The rapid growth of the bound renders the Theorem impractical for large char-
acteristic. We give the cases where the bound is < 109 for characteristic 3:
d = 4 s and s > 39, d = 8 s and s > 3, 279, d = 9 s and s > 6, 560, and d = 16 s
and s > 21, 523, 359.
For degrees d where SPId 6= Id the following test that delays the computation
of the GCDs can be used:
1. Compute the factorization d =
∏f
i=1 p
ei
i .
2. Set t0 := x.
3. Do the following for k = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1: set tk := tpk−1 mod C, if k = d/pi
then save si := tk, if tk = x then return false.
4. Set td := t
p
d−1 mod C, if td 6= x return false.
5. Do the following for i = 1, 2, . . . , f : set g := gcd(si, C), if g 6= 1 then
return false.
6. Return true.
Depending on the ratio of the costs of powering and computing the GCD this
test may be faster than Rabin’s test. In the following we look at characteristic
two. The speed of multiplication (and thereby powering) is very dependent on
the weight of the polynomial modulus C. One of the most favorable cases for
powering is when C is a trinomial. For fixed degree let S, M , and G be the
time required for squaring, multiplication, and computing a GCD, respectively.
For d = 859, 433 Zimmermann [pers. comm.] gives the ratios G/M ≈ 30 and
G/S ≈ 8, 800 for a general purpose CPU (AMD Opteron 2.4GHz). When a
hardware multiplier is available the ratio is much more in favor of the powering.
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An average-case analysis of Rabin’s algorithm is given in [2]. The fact that
reducibility of a composite polynomial is almost always detected with the com-
putation of the first GCD suggests that it may be a bad idea to postpone all
GCDs. Instead one may proceed as in the test above, but compute gcd(s1, C)
as soon as s1 is computed and postpone only the remaining GCDs. Even for
degrees d where SPId = Id one might want to either compute the first GCD or
exclude factors of small degrees by other means.
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